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Living in the realms of stoicism while being in a boarding school. This article speaks about how one should be
ignorant to futile human complexities that interfere with our behaviour

T h e  o f f i c i a l  N e w s l e t t e r  o f  S e l a Q u i  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  S c h o o l

Being Ruthless to the things that don't matter 

 B y  J e f f r i n  A h m e d ,  X I I  ' H '

It’s tragic how our existence gets harder with each passing day; intertwining in the deep complexities of our own
prison-the mind-it never stops us from going into the dark alleys of the past, and when those alleys are not enough
it contemplates on predicting the unpredictable, living in the future, only realising that we are dying before our
time! Perhaps if we had a switch to our thoughts, maybe life would be less dreadful…We’re  made of about 100
trillion cells and yet we are so much more than the aggregation of our cells; a synergetic combination of both the
tangible and intangible. We are the heart, the mind, the spirit and so much more. But these layers of human
complexities comes as a curse…overshadowing the simpler things in life. Inevitably, one of the hardest things to do
in life is to numb these time consuming-emotions and put a halt to our complexities.

So many things have laid waste to our life when we weren’t aware of what we were losing; how much is wasted in
foolish joy, futile grief, greedy desires and social amusements. The question is how much control do you have over
your life? Over your actions, futile emotions and feelings? Many believe that they do, but the truth of the matter is
that  there are things beyond our control or rather a perceived or a deceiving self-made control that takes up our
time, consumes our emotions and so on and so forth. Therefore, I think it’s essential to recognise the things that 
 take our time, our essence and force, and avoid such complexities by letting go of what we can't control. If you're
not careful, these are precisely the impositions-pointless emotions-that will overwhelm and consume your life. Do
you ever wonder how you could lead a simpler life without draining yourself of these emotions?  Start by saying
"No" to the thoughts that saturates and engulfs your soul. It may take some time and practice. But the more you
ignore and say no to things that don't matter, the more you can say "yes!" to the things that do. This will let you live
a simpler life- the life that you want. 
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"A boat cannot row if each goes his own way"- African proverb
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Behind the Mask ! 

Do you think the people around you reflect themselves to be who they expose themselves to be
as a person? Hidden behind a mask,  it is exactly what you think it means. This article talks
about the  'social masks', a theatrical metaphor to explain how one presents oneself in
different social situations 

by Udayan Mukherji, X

Is having to mask up every time before you leave your house supposed to be the
new normal? … it already is. Even before people started wearing masks protecting
themselves from the invisible threat, they still had masks on. I'm talking about
the so-called 'social masks' or 'masking' both used day to day in society. 
Social masks are not normal face masks but psychological masks people don to
become more likable by their peers. A person starts with a rough persona that
contains every trait of the person now. Masking creates a shadow containing
traits not liked by your friends or society, when a person adapts to the shadow,
they lose their personality. Often people don't know their persona is changing
and are under the impression of everything being fine. Recent studies show that
masking can be used to conceal negative emotions and show positive emotions. 
Now the actual masks that protect us from life taking viruses and bacterial
diseases, these masks don't only hide parts of the face but hide any expressions
shown by humans. Each of the faces covered can tell us a different story, how the
person's day is going ?, is the person sad or happy? etc. 
Lastly, I would like to say both these marks are a little misunderstood. 

 

Iiterary Corner
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 Face-off
  Is Café a recreation or a distraction?

This column explores controversial topics in light of the current situation in SelaQui and the
world. This edition debates about the 'village cafe' being a distraction or a recreation to the

SeQuins. 

Lakshya Jindal

If we look at the scenario today, we see how the fast-
food market is increasing at a rapid rate. However, just
to satisfy our taste buds we are risking our health. An
example would be our school café, i.e., Tangerine Box. Is
it a substitution to our diet or also an addition to it?
Some students often tend to skip meals to eat from the
café even if they know that it is unhealthy for them. It
increases the risk of truancy or tardiness. On the other
hand, some students consume several meals in a short
span of time resulting in excessive calories and
disrupting the normal function of the digestive system.
Isn’t the system too redundant? Shouldn’t the system be
more organized? With five meals already being served in
a day, the café meal is just an unnecessary supplement.
The frequent eating of  junk food and practices result in
growing illnesses, diseases and other gastronomical
issues. Another factor is that in this pandemic era, the
workers and the supplies pose a safety risk and spread of
infection in the school. Social-distancing norms are
violated while standing in queues to order/receive food.
Also, due to less manpower in café and odd timings,
there is a wastage of time and lack of punctuality.
Hence, it doesn't prove to be an asset.

Ali Yawar

Who doesn’t like a change? Especially in a boarding
school, a place of strict regimentation with only the
necessities. The school cafeteria is an escape for not
only the students but also the faculty members from
the daily hustle and bustle of boarding life. A pleasant
environment to hang out with friends provides a sense
of recreation and excitement among students and
reflects a positive school climate. Due to the COVID-
19 infection looming over our heads, all the outings
have been cancelled. Hence, cafe acts as a solution in
improving the psychological conditions and the
feeling of being confined within the school
boundaries. It anticipates a variety of food items and
changes from the scheduled meals served at the mess.
Students can relax and recharge their energy to
continue working hard throughout the day. Moreover,
the limited amount of money helps students to
enhance their budgeting skills, learn the actual value
of monetary resources and function independently.
The café is a medium for teachers to reward students
for their performance and achievements. It is a very
important part of every kid’s school experience and
adds to the quality of life of every SeQuin. 
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Two talking teachers telling tearful tales
By the beautiful gardens bench

One talks of heaven the
other preaches of hell

one complains while other contemplate
about the wise greatest teacher ever born

Accomplished and worlds wiser,
Educationist of his own right

“Who is the educator you argue about?
the one full of marvellous subjects to teach,

whose knowledge is deep and so wise”
I inquire with curiosity lingering my eyes

“Start by siting still”
“it’s really a skill”

“Do you hear lessons being taught?”
The talking teachers asked?

Rustling of leaves teaching you history
Or is it still quite a mystery?

butterflies teaching you dance
Which may put you into trance.

Fly trapped web; tragedy
A fleeting escape; comedy

Artistic expressions of tulip
Looks sweeter than mint julep

“This is the teacher we sing ballads of
the life in your life is your teacher

try to stay still and calm your mind
classes start when you open your eyes”

The teacher in you

By Shyam Agrawal, XII 'C' 

A SeQuin pen downs about the hidden teacher in his life.
Poet's 

corner

I am like the wind that you dismiss- 
Shutting your windows as you keep me far 

The rushing of air as the cold fills in 
I just tend to drift further away 

I have seen stories that were not mine to see 
And overlooked the pain that people hide 

Because I am just a wind- a flicker of ‘alone’
Some people I see are more broken than most 

Scars made invisible behind the paint of their masks 
And the heart is a stupid little thing- naïve, still

holding on to hope 
Still searching for something that was never far 

I am like the wind- never belonging to a single place 
And if you ask me what it’s like 

To be one with the world in her arms 
I’ll say it’s a lonely- I am just a wind never capable of

love 
 

'I am the wind'
By Anushka Singh, XI 'S'
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Horimiya or Hori San to Miyamura Kun is
the manga that garnered lots of love and
hype finally concluded in March of 2021,
which meant it was finally my time to binge
read it and check for myself if the hype
around it was worth it. I won’t be talking
about the anime adaptation as this review
will be strictly in terms of the manga. The
premise of the show may be unoriginal with
the same; a popular female lead, a shut-in
otaku and their high school drama but
HERO does a splendid job in penning down
the delicate and honest love between these
two teenagers filled up with doubts and
insecurities. HERO progresses the story of
Hori and Miyamura's relationship by
showing them overcoming the insecurities
each person has about their feelings for each
other.  Its a reasonably tenured slice of life
romance school manga without the over the
top, “will they, won't they”, the very
disparaged “potential third male/third
female lead to 

Manga- Horimiya

Historic win at Lord's

What a historic win at Lords! A series of records were broken
after this match. India racked up 364 after being put in to bat by
England. Rahul KL and Rohit Sharma opening partnership of 126
was flawless which was the first century stand in a Test outside
Asia since 2011 after the last pair Virendra Sehwag and Gautam
Gambhir stand at 137 in 2010. Kl Rahul starred with an
astonishing century (129) which added to his list of 6
centuries in the test format. With this century he became
the tenth batsman to score a century at Lords and the fifth
batsman to score more than one hundred in
England and the second joint batsman with Virendra Sehwag to
score four centuries outside Asia behind Sunil Gavaskar who
topped this list with fifteen tons. He also becomes second
batsmen after Navjot Singh Sidhu to score a century on Day 1 of a
Test match. In opposition England was powered by skipper Joe
Root’s magnificent ton (186) and gained a slender lead by putting
up 391. Root tried his best by scoring his 22nd test hundred
making him the second England batsman to complete 9000 runs
in this format and the second-youngest player to achieve this feat
in just 3,167 days. Indians were reduced to 209/8 in the second
innings before the Shami-Bumrah’s stand resurrected
them. India was tottering at 181/6 on day 4 after England got rid
of Ajinkya Rahane and Cheteshwar Pujara. Rishabh pant too
departed soon on the final day. However, Bumrah and Shami(56)
weathered the storm thereafter. The duo stitched on 89 runs
stand before India declared which is India’s highest 9th wicket
partnership involving number nine and tenth batsmen in a Test
outside India. Shami who played his test career’s
best knock, and the second half-century of his career was the
highlight of the match. It was also the first fifty since 2014 in
SENA at no.9 or lower. The swings of our seamers broke the
host’s courage to respond with confidence, Bumrah and Shami
took both the openers on duck which was the first time
that the English openers had been dismissed for a duck in a Test
innings at home. With the wicket of the skipper Joe Root, the
hosts eventually failed to chase down a steep target
of 272. MOHD. Siraj sparked up yet again with his great spell in
this historic win after the Gabba win in Australia.  

By Devanand Shukla and Roneet Khattar

By Shyam Agarwal, XII 'H'
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be a rival”, miscommunication isn’t the stupid
kind just the stupid romance couple kind, and
is by far the cleanest of its type but what gives
it the edge is how HERO knows how to
balance the carefree environment t and making
it so pleasantly sweet at times that it gives me
toothaches. Horimiya's story also has
refreshingly fast pacing, unlike other romances
where it seems to take forever for the main
couple to realize their feelings for
each other, the drams that they are faced with
are solved with and any misunderstandings
aren't painfully drawn out, unlike others.
(Points towards Kimi ni Todoke). 
As a manga connoisseur myself, I won’t go out
my way to say it’s the best of what the genre
has to offer as even
though Horimiya's characters look great, its
background detail isn't anything special. The
school windows, desks, and so on are average
in terms of how high school settings go. In
many panels, it's even just the characters on a
white and grey background. Despite this flaw, I
find the characters' designs to make up for the
lack of detail, especially Miyamura's
transformation from his school image to his
true image. but I must say Horimiya has been
simple yet interesting.  
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Evening prep should be conducted in?

Students can send their articles, opinion on latest issues, illustrations/doodles, poems, and stories. Please let us know of your suggestions, if any at
sequin@selaqui.org
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